Pro

Smart lighting for
smarter pros.
Interact Pro connected lighting dashboard and app –
the smarter choice to bring the power of IoT to small
and medium-sized enterprises.
Find out more about Interact
www.Interact-lighting.com/pro
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Interact Pro

We’ve got your back.
All the support and tools
you need.

It’s a win-win-win-win.
Learn how you can benefit
from the system.

Customer stories
Find out how other
businesses add value
to their lighting.

Pro
Welcome to the smarter way.
Ready for a genuine game changer? Interact Pro is an intuitive app and
dashboard that works with Philips Interact Ready lamps and luminaires to bring
the power of IoT to small and medium-sized enterprises.
So now it’s easier than ever to give your customers value beyond LED lighting.
And you don’t need to be an Einstein with a PhD in wireless, cloud-based
technology either. It’s easy to install and simple to set-up, which means you can
finish jobs much faster compared to more complex systems such as DALI.
All of which will help establish you as a long-term advisor for connected lighting
in the eyes of your clients – and secure you additional maintenance contracts.
This brochure will give you the complete lowdown on how Interact Pro benefits
you, your business, your customers and even the environment. All backed up
with proven customer testimonials from a range of successful projects.

Already more than 2,100
projects achieved world-wide
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How the connected lighting system
comes together.
Interact Pro hardware and software

Interact Pro gateway

Interact Pro app

Interact Pro dashboard

Interact Pro gateway –
the heart of the connected
lighting system.

Interact Pro app –
fast and easy set up.

Interact Pro dashboard –
be informed.

• Connects system to the cloud
via the internet

• Easy wireless connection of
luminaires, retrofit kits, lamps,
switches and sensors

• Track information on system
health, energy usage and
lighting performance

• Faster set-up than complex
systems such as DALI

• Alert messages on faults and
remote access to real-time
data reduces service costs and
minimizes downtime

• Establishes secure wireless
ZigBee connections up to 200
light points
• Allows bi-directorial control
and sensor data to be
exchanged between Interact
ready luminaires, lamps,
sensors and switches and the
Interact Pro software

New features:
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Interact Pro

• Project and user management
administration
• Linked light source and
accessories information
• Creation of rooms, zones,
on/off/dim and customization

Connect multiple
gateways

• Dashboard insights optimize
energy usage and light settings
for your client

Set standard background
level for sensors

Smart luminaires

Smart sensors

Smart lamps

Smart wall-switches

Lamps and luminaires –
a light for every need.

Sensors and switches –
add extra value.

Interact Pro works seamlessly with Philips Interact
Ready lamps and luminaires.

Philips Interact Ready sensors

• Wide range to match your application
and preferences

• Automated occupancy and daylight detection
sensors improve energy savings, enhance
comfort and increase convenience

• Interoperable and upgradable

• Wireless placement

• High-quality provides customers with the light,
comfort and convenience they need

Philips Interact Ready switches
• Enable wireless dimming and scenes
• No control wires for easy installation
• Battery-less operation (powered by
kinetic energy)

IP65 sensor for industry
and parking applications

DALI and 1/10V connector blocks to
connect any type or brand of luminaire
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So, what’s in it for you?
4 key benefits for installers.

#1 Speedy set-up
Get connected in 5 simple steps with the intuitive Interact Pro app. With no need for costly signal cables and
minimal training required you can complete more projects completely hassle-free.

1. Unbox

2. Install

Interact Pro gateway
and Interact Ready lighting

3. Download
Interact Pro app

#2 Expert insights
The Interact Pro dashboard provides valuable insights in
system health and energy usage, allowing for proactive
maintenance and service contracts.
How the Interact Pro dashboard works for you:
•	Guarantee and provide a professional service level
to customers
•	Improve relationships with customers by taking a
proactive approach in providing data-driven advice
•	Identify and respond to issues like performance problems
or forecasted maintenance ahead of time
•	Identify and order the correct parts as soon as they’re
needed, saving you time and money by making fewer
unnecessary trips

#3 Future proof
All key components receive regular firmware and
software updates pushed over the air (OTA). This
ensures the stable and secure operation of the
system and enables new features and functionality
to be added without the customer having to install
new hardware.
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Interact Pro

4. Configure

system with Interact
Pro app

5. Manage

monitor and modify via
Interact Pro dashboard

#4 Access all areas
Offices, industrial units or parking spaces. Micro, small or
medium-sized enterprises. 20 light points or 200. Interact
Pro works seamlessly with Philips Interact Ready lamps,
luminaires, switches and sensors – there’s almost no limit
to the places it can work.

Philips CoreLine
panel

Philips CoreLine
downlight

Philips CoreLine
waterproof

Philips CoreLine
recessed luminaire

Philips CoreLine
batten

Philips CoreLine
slim downlight

Philips CoreLine
surface-mounted
luminaire

Philips MASTERConnect
LED tube

Philips
smart wall switch

Philips
smart sensor

For more information, visit
www.philips.com/interact-ready
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How Interact Pro will change the way
your customers see light.
Interact Pro gives your customers more value from something they already own –
their lighting.
It’s time to introduce your customers to the potential of smart lighting. They already know the value of LED,
but now you can introduce them to the added benefits of Interact Pro. Once they see how connected lighting
improves all areas of their business, they’ll start to see you in a new light – as an expert they can trust.
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Save energy costs.

A place everyone wants to work.

Interact Pro works with lighting sensors to
figure out which areas are in use or not and
dims or switches off lights where appropriate.
The system also calculates the level of ambient
daylight and adjusts the lighting accordingly.
This helps companies save money, as well
meet regulatory targets that qualify for green
business subsidies.

The Interact Pro app lets staff control their
own lighting and adjust it to suit their needs.
Better working conditions not only improves
morale, it improves productivity, as well as
making it easier to attract and retain the best
employees.

Interact Pro

“

We were stunned by how
much energy we saved – this
project will pay for itself
within 2 years.”
James Gubbins, Owner of Pelling Marketing by Design

Give customers peace of mind.
Once Interact Pro is installed, your SME
customers have access to a convenient
dashboard that provides a wealth of
information to further optimize their
operations and find more savings. This
includes energy usage, light schedules and
automation settings. Helping your clients
get more out of their lighting increases your
value to their business.

Help customers future-proof
their business.
Interact Pro is a secure and scalable system
built on open wireless standards. When your
customer’s business grows, his lighting system
can easily grow with it – without reinvesting in
hardware.

Pelling Marketing
by Design achieved

79 %
saving on their
energy bill
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How our customers create value
with Interact Pro.
Witt & Kleyer (Germany)

Smart lighting for cable-free
comfort and control.
Managing director, Michael Kleyer, wanted high-quality,
contemporary lighting without additional cables for the
manufacturing areas and offices at his production site.
Ultimately, his goal was to provide his staff with the perfect
conditions to carry out precise and accurate work.

Interact Pro – the perfect solution:
• Smarter installation: No additional cables were needed and
the whole system was commissioned in just over an hour via
the Interact Pro app.
• Smarter control: The intuitive Interact Pro dashboard
enables monitoring and optimizing of energy consumption.
• Smarter light: Staff at Witt & Kleyer can now tailor light levels
to suit the requirements of their tasks at all times.

Tata Steel (Wales)

Smart lighting for impressing
visitors.
Tata Steel’s innovation room is used to showcase the latest
innovations in the steel industry and is an exciting place to
bring visitors and new employees. But as well impressing
visitors, the team also required a lighting system that worked
for their own employees. They wanted the ability to remotely
monitor their lighting, while being able to adjust settings for
visual comfort.

How Interact Pro made it possible:
• Smarter automation: A mix of Philips presence detection
sensors and wireless switches were added to provide
lighting automation for employees.
• Smarter insights: Made possible with the Interact Pro
dashboard, engineers can remotely monitor and diagnose
the system’s health, saving them time.
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Interact Pro

Magma Work (Spain)

Smart lighting for
sparking creativity.
Magma discovered that their energy consumption
was too high and needed to be reduced. Plus,
with flexibility for workers at the centre of their
business, they needed a lighting solution to match.
With over 150 light points to be replaced, the
challenge was to work quickly and smoothly to
avoid unnecessary disruption for Magma’s busy
workforce during the installation.

Realizable with Interact Pro:
• Smarter set-up: With the Interact Pro app,
the installer programmed lighting functions in
advance – from turning off lights overnight, to
increasing the light intensity of space to suit
the work task.
• Smarter installation: In just four hours – and
without the need for extra cabling – the
installation and connection of Philips Master LED
Interact Ready tubes was complete.
• Smarter savings: Thanks to automation of
lighting and the efficiency of LED, Magma can
now reduce energy consumption by up to 70 %.

Already more than 1,300 Interact Pro
projects achieved worldwide!
Read more customer stories at
www.interact-lighting.com
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We’ve got your back.
Everything you need to make fitting Interact Pro simple, straightforward and hassle free.
Installation videos
A series of short videos demonstrates step-by-step
how to install Interact Pro.
Scan the code or go to
www.youtube.com/interactiot

Quick installation guide
Learn how to get from a set of components to
a fully connected lighting system in 5 steps.
Scan the code or download on
www.interact-lighting.com/pro

Need technical support?
Contact us directly at

00800 744 547 75
(weekly from 08:30 - 20:00 CET)

Or use our contact form at www.interact-lighting.com

Training session
Learn all you need to know about connected lighting
with the Signify lighting academy.
Scan the code or go to
www.learning.signify.com/installer/

Find out how Interact can transform your business
www.Interact-lighting.com/pro
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